
 
              BRAVO COMMUNICATIONS, INC.  
               SURE/FIRE    GROUND TRANSIENT FILTER CORD 
 
 
Description   
 
Bravo's  Sure/Fire Ground Transient Filter Cord (GTFC) is a uniquely designed and patented AC electrical system 10 Amp rated power 
cord with a built-in "Ground Line" filtering  module for AC appliances and systems of all types and applications. The GTFC also includes 
common mode filtering on hot and neutral lines. Unlike commonly available power conditioners, UPS systems and other power handling 
devices that cannot filter the AC Ground Safety Line (only hot and neutral ), the Bravo GTFC power cord easily replaces existing 
appliance/system power cords to transparently add complete system protection. Protection is provided against ground line transients, 
lightning, outsider injected system security threats, and noise disturbances. The GTFC will act as a checkvalve  so that no unwanted energy 
or frequencies are allowed to flow in the reverse direction back up into the protected appliance (your equipment) preserving electrical 
system integrity and  stopping damaging noise as well as any excess electrical energy threat.  
 
This UL/ETL and CSA approved Ground Filter Device/Component  has no active or solid state components to fail and has no repetitive 
wear out mechanism. The Bravo GTFC is recommended for all appliance devices and systems where a power cord rated at 10 Amps or 
less may be used.    
 
Features                 Benefits 
 
♦ Integrated Filtered Power Cord for easy plug and play into your  ♦  Unlimited Application.  Dramatically improves  AC 

existing appliances /systems such as Security Systems, UPS              electrical system performance and integrity stopping 
systems, fire alarm/security panels, POS systems, antenna                 unwanted noise, lightning and all damaging electrical 
systems, network servers, process control systems,copiers, PCs         transients across the equipment ground plus hot/neutral filtering. 
and  remote sensing equipment.                     

 
♦    Works with both 60Hz/120V and 50Hz/230V electrical system    ♦   Various cord styles are available for worldwide application. 

appliances.                        
 
♦    UL/ETL and CSA Approved  Transparent In-Series Design.         ♦   Easily inserts in front of existing power cords.  
 
♦ Attenuates undesirable wide frequency range above the normal     ♦  Security from outside intruders and electrical system injected  

and desired electrical system frequency.       security breaches and damaging energy waveforms.  
 

♦    Ground Line Bullet Proof Protection .                ♦  Stops system downtime, production losses, system errors and  
           lockups, network problems, and blown equipment.  
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